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Glencore’s, Ravensworth Coal Handling Preparation Plant, Hunter Valley, NSW (Image ref. IMG_3306.jpg)

Coal processing plant reduces hammer injury risk
with advanced screening media installation system
Ravensworth open cut operations is located in the NSW Hunter Valley, between the towns of
Muswellbrook and Singleton. It incorporates the open cut mine and a coal handling and preparation plant
(CHPP). The mine is a joint venture between Itochu Corporation (10%) and Glencore plc (90%). The
CHPP assets are owned by the joint venture and operated by Glencore.
Mining was established at Ravensworth in the early 1970s. The open cut operation was originally a
domestic concern, but has grown into a large export-producing site, processing around 14 million tonnes
per annum.
Coal is moved from the mining areas via internal coal haul roads, it is then crushed by rotary sizers
before being transported by conveyor belt systems to the Ravensworth CHPP. While most of the plant’s
production is destined for export, mainly to Asia, some thermal coal is also delivered to the Bayswater
and Liddell Power stations for domestic power generation.
Ravensworth produces both thermal and semi-soft coking (metallurgical) coal. The thermal coal product
is highly volatile with strong combustion characteristics and is widely used for power generation as well
as for general industrial use. The facility’s semi-soft coking coal is used in steelmaking blast furnaces as
a component in the coke blend. The semi-soft coal is low in ash and sulphur with attractive coking
properties.

Safety - the highest priority
Mining and quarrying can be very hazardous activities, so companies involved in these industries are
extremely focused on ensuring the health and safety of their people. Ravensworth Operations employs
around 800 people and the safety of its employees is the company’s top priority.
According to Tony Morris, Operations Manager of Ravensworth, a key focus for his company has always
been ensuring the safety of its workforce.
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“We continue to investigate and implement new safety systems and controls to minimise the risk to our
employees. The ultimate goal of Glencore’s ‘SafeCoal’ program is the production of coal with the
certainty that there will be no fatalities or injuries to people working in or around our operations,” he said.
As CHPP Manager with overall responsibility for Glencore’s Ravensworth coal preparation facility, Phil
Enderby takes worker safety very seriously.
A veteran of the coal mining industry, Enderby has been with Glencore since it merged with Xstrata in
2013, and in the coal preparation industry for about 22 years. Having started with BHP at the steelworks
as an electrician, he also studied electrical engineering. Phil moved into coal preparation in 1996 at
Dartbrook Coal then moved to Bulga, and finally to Ravensworth. He has extensive experience in all
aspects of coal preparation including electrical engineering, electrical and mechanical maintenance, as
well as process engineering, and has been the manager of the Ravensworth CHPP for almost five years.
“One of our main safety concerns are the risks involved with the amount of maintenance that is required,”
he said. “There are many tasks that involve a lot of planning, assessment and control of risk, and we like
to get the guys to think about why they are being safe.
“It’s not just about compliance – we want them to think
about what they value in life outside of their work, so that
these thoughts are with them when they are doing their
risk assessments.”
“They may have kids, be looking forward to a holiday with
the family, etc. and you can only do that if you are healthy.
We encourage the guys to think about these things and
remember that there is always a good reason to keep
safety front-of-mind.”

Hammers a major risk
Due to the hands-on nature of much of the maintenance
work in industrial facilities such as coal preparation plants,
hand injuries are the most common injury encountered,
and of these a significant proportion comes from the use of
hammers.
As a result, senior management at Glencore set a
challenge, beginning at CHPPs, to eliminate the use of
hammers at all of its facilities. Phil Enderby took on the
challenge.

Phil Enderby, CHPP Manager, Glencore
Ravensworth coal mine. (3.jpg)

“It is no mean feat to eliminate the use of hammers,” he said. “It’s a big challenge because hammers are
used everywhere.
“Where was one of our biggest risk with hammers? Maintaining the screen media. When you look at the
positions the guys are in – using hammers when maintaining the screens – you can see that there are
significant safety risks.”

The importance of the screens
Because the raw coal from the mine contains impurities such as sand and rock, and often has a
significant variability in terms of size, it must be washed and crushed to product specification. Screens
play an important role in grading (size separation) and dewatering the coal.
“At the end of the day, in coal preparation screening is very important,” said Enderby. “We have 22
screens here. If they are not working efficiently and effectively, product can be misplaced to reject and
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vice versa, affecting yield, product quality and revenue, so it is very important that every screen is doing
its job.”
The screens in use at the Ravensworth CHPP range in size from 4.2 m wide by 7 m long, down to
smaller machines 1.8 m wide. Each screen has decks made up of removable screening media panels
300 x 600 mm in size.
Screen maintenance is currently scheduled every two weeks. Technicians physically get up on the
screen decks and examine every single screen panel and assess the aperture size. The panels are
replaced based on the observed wear of the apertures so that Ravensworth can optimise the life of the
panels without compromising screening efficiency. The maintenance involves from six to eight people
every maintenance day, and can take between eight and ten hours to complete. If the panels are not
checked correctly, there is a chance of panel failure in the following two weeks, causing poor efficiency,
lower plant yield and plant downtime.

Ergonomics and safety risk
The removal and replacement of screen panels typically involves the use of a large hammer and
screwdriver to lever out the panels, allowing technicians to clean, inspect and replace them. The panels
are then hammered back into position. All this is done while the technician is lying in a narrow area on the
screen deck. Ergonomically, the job is quite challenging and physically exertive.
“The biggest problem is the ergonomics of crawling around in a small space over the 300x600mm
panels,” said Enderby. “The risk is associated
with using hammers and other tools in an
awkward position.”

Reducing the need for hammers
Enderby has been involved in the Australian
Coal Association Research Program
(ACARP), totally funded by the black coal
industry for over 12 years. “ACARP is all about
enabling researchers to identify opportunities
to improve the way we do business,” he said.
“In relation to coal preparation, the research
includes projects to improve efficiency and
safety, as well as looking at environmental and
community concerns.”
Enderby approached Metso to find out if it was
possible to develop a system that didn’t rely on
hammers for the installation and removal of
screening media. Metso responded with an
initial design.

Removing a traditional screen panel with a hammer and
screwdriver.
(Image ref. DSC_5266.jpg)
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” It was only a prototype at that stage,” he
said. “When they first showed us the
prototype, my mechanical engineer Mark
Prosser and I had a few concerns, so we had
some discussions about different aspects of
the system and how it could be improved.
Metso took our comments on-board and
redesigned the prototype.”
The implementation involved an extensive
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change management process.
“We had to make sure the hammerless system didn’t introduce any new risks for personnel, first and
foremost, but also that it didn’t impact screen efficiency, and that the screen itself was not compromised
and its life reduced,” he explained.
Once Metso had refined its prototype, the system was initially tested at the CHPP on the deck of a screen
that wasn’t in use for production at the time, where it performed well for 3-4 weeks.
Traditional screening media panels are held in place by the compression of their polyurethane surrounds,
hence the necessity to lever them out with a tool such as a screwdriver, to force the screwdriver in with a
hammer, and to use a hammer to force them back into place.
With the new system, the polyurethane surrounds have been reshaped to allow the provision of a
mounting system utilising bolts, sitting freely on a new mounting strip at each end. While the panels still
need to be levered out with a tool such as a screwdriver, little force is necessary, and replacing them into
position only requires slight force, minimising the need for a hammer. A 1220mm long top protection strip
locks the panels into place with M16 hex-head bolts and Nordloc washers. The bolts are protected from
impact by deflectors built into the strip.
Enderby says that the tests on the offline screen were encouraging.
“The panels stayed in place, which gave me the confidence to install the system in a live section of the
plant where we were putting coal over the top. We first installed the trial mounting system in the low-wear
areas,” he explains. “It wasn’t all plain sailing – we had some challenges, and Metso had to do more R&D
to Current
fix some issues,
at the end
of the day
worked very well.”Bolt System (Bottom)
Clipbut
System
(Top)
Vs itHammerless

Trellex Hammerless HMLS

Current System

Hammerless
System

Unlike traditional systems, the new screening media mounting system employs bolts and a clamping strip, rather
than
compression of the panels’ polyurtehane sorrounds to retain the panels.
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Measuring success
The Ravensworth facility has implemented the new screening media across 16 of its 22 screens in two
sections of the plant. A third section is currently undergoing a general upgrade, which will include the new
media if it continues to perform well in the other sections.
Enderby set three criteria to determine if the new screen media was a success: improved safety, no
compromise in efficiency, and no impact on screen integrity.
“We had to assess whether it has had a positive impact on safety, and it categorically has. We have
virtually eliminated the use of hammers in screen maintenance, which is a very positive safety outcome
for the guys,” he explained. “The efficiency hasn’t been compromised either. In fact, although it is hard to
quantify, it is incrementally better than before, because each screen panel has a slightly more open
screen area.
“So far, there has also been no impact on screen integrity. The time taken to change a single screen
panel may be about 30 seconds longer, but in the end the cost of, say, one extra man-hour over 100
panels is well worth it to ensure greater safety for our workers.”

Working with the new screening media fastening system – a cordless rattle gun has replaced a hammer and screwdriver.
(Image ref. DSC_5326.jpg)
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Success through partnership
The development of this new, safer, screen media fixing system is the product of a strong, enduring
partnership between Metso and Glencore. In working together, they have eliminated the risks associated
with hitting a screwdriver with a hammer during screen maintenance activities.
“Metso has been absolutely instrumental in
the development of this system, taking on
board comments from Mark Prosser and I
about challenges with different methods of
attaching the screen media,” said Enderby.
“It hasn’t all been plain sailing of course –
there have been various challenges along
the way, especially in the testing phase.
“We had to be very patient, and Metso was
very proactive in dealing with issues that
arose.
“It was challenging for me – and the
business – to continue to support it, but
when I looked at the end goal of
eliminating hammers, it encouraged me to
persist. At the end of the day it has worked The new screening media fixing system is the product of a strong
very well. Metso was open and honest collaboration and consultation between Glencore & Metso staff. Image ref.
DSC_0049.jpg.
with us all the way through the process.”

A leap forward for the industry
In the end, what Glencore and Metso have achieved together is something that the whole industry can
benefit from in the future.
“Metso’s people have been excellent from the beginning,” said Enderby. “Their knowledge and their
passion to look at this new screen media mounting system demonstrates that the Metso guys want to
improve this industry. And while it is a business opportunity for Metso, in the big scheme of things it is
improving the safety of coal processing.”
“At Glencore, we are always looking for opportunities to improve safety and to have a supplier that is on
the same page as us, means that we can go a long way working in partnership with them. I am only too
happy to offer my team’s advice to help suppliers like Metso develop safer systems.”
Keith Blair, Metso’s Screen Media Solutions Technical Manager – East Coast, summed up the impact of
the new system: “What we’ve created in this hammerless screen media system is so simple, that it can
readily adapt to almost any modular screen in the mining industry.
“We see huge potential for improving safety, by reducing both hammer strike and fatigue-related injuries
during screen media change-outs for workers across all mining sectors.”
Metso is a world leading industrial company serving the mining, aggregates, recycling, oil, gas, pulp, paper and
process industries. We help our customers improve their operational efficiency, reduce risks and increase
profitability by using our unique knowledge, experienced people and innovative solutions to build new, sustainable
ways of growing together.
Our products range from mining and aggregates processing equipment and systems to industrial valves and
controls. Our customers are supported by a broad scope of services and a global network of over 80 service centres
and about 6,000 services professionals. Metso has an uncompromising attitude towards safety.
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Metso is listed on the NASDAQ OMX Helsinki, Finland, and had net sales of about EUR 2.6 billion in 2016. Metso
employs over 11,000 persons in more than 50 countries. Expect results.
www.metso.com, www.twitter.com/metsogroup www.metso.com, www.twitter.com/metsogroup
For further information, please contact: Martin Prestage – VP Services Sales – Australian Market Areas, Metso
Australia Limited tel. +61 8 9420 5505, martin.prestage@metso.com
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